A Nice Cup Of Tea

By MILTON KAPLAN

Life with
Father—3 Air Vice-Marshal Bennett’s daughter says... "Jet's"

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1950

This one is wrong!

Can you spot...

A Satchel Club

TRAIN—JUST LIKE ARSENAL STARS!

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1950

Don’t Call The Boss A Liar

Pen Pals

Rapport and the Castaway—26

And the Applause—SACHOL

Evening in Paris

TALC

a intimately yours

By BOURJOIS

Face Powder - Rouge - Perfumes - Lipstick - Hair Cream - Varnish Cream - Veil Cream - Hair Cream

1-2-3 AND MY GOLD WAS ON ITS WAY!

By ALTRA Capsules

COD LIVER OIL in its most concentrated form

IT’S AS EASY as to say......

Picture this. You and your lady..."...

MOTHER?

Are You A DAZZLER?

You cannot guarantee about being split headed unless you share the same look with your wife. For you..."

Something You Should Know

As a woman..."...

ARE YOU JUST A PLAYTHING—NATURE?

So beautifully easy...

And there’s more foam in

BRYLFOAM

THE ORIGINAL CREAM SHAMPOO IN A TUBE

LOVELIER SKIN IN 14 DAYS FOR 2 WOMEN OUT OF 3

by PALMOLIVE BEAUTY PLAN—DOCTORS PROVE IT!